
I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2187

I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2187-“Mr. Rivers, when will this insider’s trade fair

start?” David asked.

“Master David, the fair has begun,” Thor replied.

“Ah? It’s already started? Am I late? Didn’t you ask me to come at night? It’s not dark

yet!” David looked confused.

Yesterday, Thor told him to come to an insider’s trade fair this evening and he said

that there would be something that David liked.

David was still a little puzzled at the time.

What did he like?

He liked lavish points.

The more the merrier!

However, it was impossible for Thor to know what he liked.

Except for the lavish points, David also liked precious treasures.

The trade fair was at night and there was still some time before then.

‘Has it started?

‘Did I hear wrong?’

Seeing the puzzled look on David’s face, Thor quickly explained, “Master David,

don’t get me wrong. I did ask you to come at night, but the fair lasts for a day and a

night. It starts in the morning, but generally speaking, it’s very boring in the day

and it gets most exciting at night during the climax. I was afraid that you would be

bored if you came during the day and wasted your time, so I only asked you to

come at night.”

‘I see!’

David thought he had heard it wrong and was late!

‘However, what trade fair needs to be held all day and all night?

‘Are there so many treasures to trade?

‘How strange.’

“That’s right! I thought I misheard! I’m glad I’m not late. What about we go now?”

“Master David, please follow me!”

After Thor nished speaking, he walked towards the inner hall.

David followed behind with Pebbles in his arms and Beanie behind him.

After entering the inner hall, they continued through several dim rooms.

The further in he went, the more curious David became.

‘The trade fair can’t be held here, right?’

If he did not have absolute con dence in his own strength, David would not have

dared to go deeper.

This did not look like they were going to a trade fair. Instead, it felt like stepping

into a trap.

Although David had never participated in this insider’s trade fair, he had

participated in many other auctions.

They were all held in very wide and bright places.

After all, it had to accommodate many people and it would not work if the place

was too small.

However, this insider’s trade fair was held in a very dark corner of the city.

There were only a few people around.

The insider’s trade fair was kept so secret.

Were there any shady activities occuring in it?

Fortunately, David was strong enough.

No matter what was waiting for him, they would not be able to resist a single punch

from him.

When he rst entered The Spirit Cage, David’s mind power was still at Sacred level

10, and he was already able to kill the Silver Flood Dragon with a single punch.

Now that his mind power had broken through to Primordial level 10, he feared

nothing.

As long as he wanted to, it would be a breeze for him to destroy the second-tier

city of Sole.

As the saying went, ‘Perfect skill makes a man con dent.’

With such strength, of course, David did not have the slightest bit of fear.

Even though his opponents had all kinds of dirty tricks and schemes, he could still

handle them with no problem.

In the face of real strength, any conspiracy was futile.

These thoughts lled his head, so even though there were many doubts in his

heart, David did not ask lest Thor underestimated him.

This would only make him appear inexperienced.

Meanwhile, Beanie was walking at the back.
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